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The Closed Circle Jonathan Coe
"Jonathan Coe finally provides a sequel to The Winshaw Legacy, the 1995 novel that introduced American readers to one of Britain's most exciting
new writers -- an acerbic, hilariously dark, and unflinching portrait of modern society. In Number 11, Coe has filled his intricate plot with a truly
Dickensian cast of characters. The novel opens in the early aughts with two ten-year-old girls, Alison and Rachel, and their frightening encounter with
the "Mad Bird Woman," a mysterious figure who lives down the road. As the narrative progresses through time, the novel broadens in scope toward
other people who are somehow connected to the two girls. We follow the trials and tribulations of Alison's mother, a has-been singer, as she competes
on TV's reality hit I'm a Celebrity... Get Me Out of Here! Rachel's university mentor confronts her late husband's disastrously obsessive search for an
untraceable German film he saw as a child. A young police constable investigates the seemingly accidental and unrelated deaths of two stand-up
comedians. And when Rachel becomes a nanny for ludicrously wealthy family, she discovers a dark and terrifying secret lying beneath their immense
mansion in London's most staggeringly expensive neighborhood. Combining psychological insight, social commentary, vicious satire, and even
surrealist horror, this highly accomplished work holds a revealing and disquieting mirror up to the world we live in today"-The once adolescent characters of The Rotters' Club return, this time to confront the turmoil of middle age as they confront dramatic changes in their
lives, scandal, personal turmoil, and dark memories of the past. 17,500 first printing.
From Granny Catchprice, who runs her family business -- and her family -- with senility, cunning, and a handbag full of explosives to sixteen-year-old
Benny, who dreams of transforming a failing automobile franchise into an empire -- and himself into an angel -- the Catchprices may be the most
spectacularly contentious family since Dostoevsky's Karamozovs. But when a beautiful and very pregnant agent of the Australian Taxation Office
enters their lives, the resulting collision becomes, in Carey's hands, masterpiece of coal-black humour and compassionate horror.
"For the first time in his life, Gulliver felt ashamed of himself and his fellow-humans." Gulliver is a travel-hungry and adventurous ship's doctor, who
has the odd misfortune of being ship-wrecked four times in as many voyages. Through Jonathan Coe's expert retelling of Swift's famous satire about
our human hubris and desires, today's young readers are swept along as Gulliver finds himself a giant among tiny humans in Lilliput; a tiny human
among giants in Brobdignag; on the flying island of Laputa, with its most impractical intellectuals; and finally in the land of the Houyhnhnms, talking
horses who think precious little of human "Yahoos". Dave Eggers says, of the series: "I couldn't be prouder to be a part of it. Ever since Alessandro
conceived this idea I thought it was brilliant. The editions that they've complied have been lushly illustrated and elegantly designed."
Brexit and the Politics of Pain
The Rain Before It Falls
A novel
A Story of Music
Pentatonic

In novels such as What A Carve Up! and The Rotters' Club, Jonathan Coe has established
himself as one of the great satirical writers of our time. Covering all of his major
novels, including his most recent book Number 11, Jonathan Coe: Contemporary British
Satire includes chapters by leading and emerging scholars of contemporary British
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writing. The book features a preface by Coe himself and covers the ways in which his work
grapples with such themes as class politics, popular music, sex, gender and the media.
Jonathan Coe's Pentatonic is a daring and original story about family and memory inspired
by music. When a family celebrates the prize-giving day at their daughter's secondary
school, thoughts turn to their own childhoods. The father remembers his living room piano
recital, recorded on a well-worn cassette tape. The mother remembers her own father's war
tragedy. As the father searches for the physical reminder of his past and the mother
longs to forget her own, they confront the breakdown of their marriage in the present. In
Pentatonic, Jonathan Coe movingly explores the memories that unite us and the experiences
that drive us apart. The story is simultaneously available as a digital download with the
piece of music which originally inspired the story. Praise for Jonathan Coe: 'Probably
the best English novelist of his generation' Nick Hornby 'Coe has huge powers of
observation and enormous literary panache' Sunday Times 'Jonathan Coe's a fine writer who
seems to try something new with every book' David Nicholls Jonathan Coe was born in
Birmingham in 1961. He is the author of eight bestselling novels including What a Carve
Up! and The Rotters' Club, and a biography of the novelist B. S. Johnson, Like a Fiery
Elephant, which won the 2005 Samuel Johnson Prize for best non-fiction book of the year.
What a Carve Up! - a hilarious 1980s political satire by Jonathan Coe It is the 1980s and
the Winshaw family are getting richer and crueller by the year: Newspaper-columnist
Hilary gets thousands for telling it like it isn't; Henry's turning hospitals into car
parks; Roddy's selling art in return for sex; down on the farm Dorothy's squeezing every
last pound from her livestock; Thomas is making a killing on the stock exchange; and Mark
is selling arms to dictators. But once their hapless biographer Michael Owen starts
investigating the family's trail of greed, corruption and immoral doings, the time
growing ripe for the Winshaws to receive their comeuppance. . . This wickedly funny take
on life under the Thatcher government was the winner of the 1995 John Llewellyn Rhys
Prize 'A sustained feat of humour, suspense and polemic, full of twists and ironies'
Hilary Mantel, Sunday Times 'A riveting social satire on the chattering and all-powerful
upper classes' Time Out 'Big, hilarious, intricate, furious, moving' Guardian Jonathan
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Coe's novels are filled with biting social commentary, moving and astute observations of
life and hilarious set pieces that have made him one of the most popular writers of his
generation. His other titles, The Accidental Woman, A Touch of Love, The Rotters' Club
(winner of the Everyman Wodehouse prize), The Closed Circle, The Terrible Privacy of
Maxwell Sim, The House of Sleep (winner of the1998 Prix Médicis Étranger), and The Rain
Before it Falls, are all available in Penguin paperback.
A Touch of Love is Jonathan Coe's delightfully comic and moving novel about not fitting
in Robin, a postgraduate student in Coventry, has spent four and a half years not writing
his thesis. He and his academic colleagues, united by pallor, social ineptitude and
sexual inexperience, once spent hours discussing their theories, but they somehow never
made it into print. Now his unfinished thesis languishes in a drawer, and Robin hides in
his room, increasingly frightened by a world he doesn't understand. His friends have
failed him and romance eludes him. His only outlet is his short stories, scribbled in
notebooks and expressing his secret obsessions and frustrations. Then, when an
unfortunate and embarrassing incident in a public park lands him in serious trouble,
Robin's life finally spirals out of control. . . A Touch of Love is a brilliant,
bittersweet book that will be enjoyed by readers of David Nicholls, Nick Hornby and
lovers of comic fiction. 'A magnetic, moving tale' Observer 'Very funny' The Times
Literary Supplement 'Witty and astringently intelligent' Guardian Jonathan Coe's novels
are filled with biting social commentary, moving and astute observations of life and
hilarious set pieces that have made him one of the most popular writers of his
generation. His other titles, The Accidental Woman, The Rotters' Club (winner of the
Everyman Wodehouse prize), The Terrible Privacy of Maxwell Sim, The House of Sleep
(winner of the1998 Prix Médicis Étranger), What a Carve Up! (winner of the 1995 John
Llewellyn Rhys Prize) and The Rain Before it Falls, are all available as Penguin
paperback.
Invincible Summer
A Touch of Love
The Accidental Woman
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Middle England
Between Two Millstones, Book 2
For Maria, nothing is certain. Her life is a chain of accidents. Friendship passes her by, and she's unimpressed by the devoted Ronny and his endless proposals of
marriage. Maria lives in a world of her own - yet not of her own making. Stumbling through university, work, marriage and motherhood, she finds it hard to see
what all the fuss is about. She is a young woman unable to control the direction of her life. Will it end, as it began, by accident? Or will something intervene to save
the accidental woman from herself? 'Very funny.' Spectator 'Delightfully quirky.' Financial Times 'Slyly parodies the clichés of most first novels.' Guardian
In Understanding Jonathan Coe, the first full-length study of the British novelist, Merritt Moseley surveys a writer whose experimental technique has become
increasingly well received and critically admired. Coe is the recipient of the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, the Prix Medicis, the Priz du Meilleur Livre Entranger, the
Bollinger Everyman Wodehouse Prizes for Fiction, and the Samuel Johnson Prize for Nonfiction. His oeuvre includes eleven novels and three biographies—two
of famous Hollywood actors Humphrey Bogart and Jimmy Stewart and one of English modernist novelist B. S. Johnson. Following an introductory overview of
Coe’s life and career, Moseley examines Coe’s complex engagement with popular culture, his experimental technique, his political satire, and his broadcanvased depictions of British society. Though his first three books, An Accidental Woman, A Touch of Love, and The Dwarves of Death, received little notice
upon publication, Moseley shows their strengths as literary works and as precursors. In 1994 Coe gained visibility with What a Carve Up!, which has remained his
most admired and discussed novel. He has since published a postmodern take on sleep disorders and university students, The House of Sleep; a two-volume
roman-fleuve consisting of The Rotters’ Club and The Closed Circle; a touching account of a lonely woman’s life, The Rain before It Falls; a satiric vision of a
misguided life, The Terrible Privacy of Maxwell Sim; and a domestic comedy thriller set at the 1958 world’s fair in Brussels, Expo ’58. Moseley explicates these
works and discusses the recurring features of Coe’s fiction: political consciousness, a deep artistic concern with the form of fiction, and comedy.
Sarah is a narcoleptic who has dreams so vivid she mistakes them for real events; Robert has his life changed for ever by the misunderstandings arising from her
condition; Terry, the insomniac, spends his wakeful nights fuelling his obsession with movies; and the increasingly unstable Dr Gregory Dudden sees sleep as a lifeshortening disease which must be eradicated . . . A group of students sharing a house. They fall in and out of love, they drift apart. Yet a decade later they are drawn
back together by a series of coincidences involving their obsession with sleep - and each other . . . 'Moving, clever, pleasurable, smart . . . one of the best books of
the year.' Malcolm Bradbury, The Times 'There are bits that make you laugh out loud and others which make your heart ache.' Guardian 'Fiercely clever, witty,
wise, hopeful . . . a compellingly beautiful tale of love and loss.' The Times Literary Supplement
Jonathan Coe is one of the most popular and critically acclaimed contemporary British writers. This comprehensive introduction places his work in clear historical
and theoretical context, offering extensive readings of the author's ten novels from The Accidental Woman to Expo 58, including the remarkable What a Carve
Up! The book explores Coe's biography and his experimentations with narrative, genre and comedy, as well as his thematic preoccupations with history, memory,
loss and nostalgia. The first volume devoted entirely to Coe, this book includes: - A supporting timeline of key dates in literature and current events - An
examination of the critical reception to Coe's works - An exclusive interview with Jonathan Coe himself
Jimmy Stewart
The Rotters' Club
What a Carve Up!
Number 11
The Tiger's Wife
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In May 2005 Penguin will publish 70 unique titles to celebrate the company's 70th birthday. The titles in the Pocket
Penguins series are emblematic of the renowned breadth of quality of the Penguin list and will hark back to Penguin
founder Allen Lane's vision of good books for all'. was assured. There followed a string of widely acclaimed novels that
together chart the changing social fabric of Britain over the last thirty years. 9th and 13th brings together several
uncollected pieces of fiction and non-fiction, some of which never before published in the UK, from the master of
comedy and pathos.
This compelling account concludes Nobel Prize–winner Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s literary memoirs of his years in the
West after his forced exile from the USSR following the publication of The Gulag Archipelago. The book reflects both the
pain of separation from his Russian homeland and the chasm of miscomprehension between him and Western opinion
makers. In Between Two Millstones, Solzhenitsyn likens his position to that of a grain that becomes lodged between two
massive stones, each grinding away—the Soviet Communist power with its propaganda machine on the one hand and the
Western establishment with its mainstream media on the other. Book 2 picks up the story of Solzhenitsyn’s remarkable
life after the raucous publicity over his 1978 Harvard Address has died down. The author parries attacks from the Soviet
state (and its many fellow-travelers in the Western press) as well as from recent émigrés who, according to Solzhenitsyn,
defame Russian culture, history, and religion. He shares his unvarnished view of several infamous episodes, such as a
sabotaged meeting with Ronald Reagan, aborted Senate hearings regarding Radio Liberty, and Gorbachev’s protracted
refusal to allow The Gulag Archipelago to be published back home. There is also a captivating chapter detailing his trips
to Japan, Taiwan, and Great Britain, including meetings with Margaret Thatcher and Prince Charles and Princess Diana.
Meanwhile, the central themes of Book 1 course through this volume, too—the immense artistic quandary of fashioning
The Red Wheel, staunch Western hostility to the historical and future Russia (and how much can, or should, the author
do about it), and the challenges of raising his three sons in the language and spirit of Russia while cut off from the
homeland in a remote corner of rural New England. The book concludes in 1994, as Solzhenitsyn bids farewell to the
West in a valedictory series of speeches and meetings with world leaders, including John Paul II, and prepares at last to
return home with his beloved wife Natalia, full of misgivings about what use he can be in the first chaotic years of postCommunist Russia, but never wavering in his conviction that, in the long run, his books would speak, influence, and
convince. This vibrant, faithful, and long-awaited first English translation of Between Two Millstones, Book 2, will
fascinate Solzhenitsyn's many admirers, as well as those interested in twentieth-century history, Russian history, and
literature in general.
Maxwell Sim can’t seem to make a single meaningful connection. His absent father was always more interested in
poetry; he maintains an e-mail correspondence with his estranged wife, though under a false identity; his
incomprehensible teenage daughter prefers her BlackBerry to his conversation; and his best friend since childhood is
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refusing to return his calls. He has seventy-four friends on Facebook, but nobody to talk to. In an attempt to stir himself
out of this horrible rut, Max quits his job as a customer liaison at the local department store and accepts a strange
business proposition that falls in his lap by chance: he’s hired to drive a Prius full of toothbrushes to the remote
Shetland Islands, part of a misguided promotional campaign for a dental-hygiene company intent on illustrating the
slogan “We Reach Furthest.” But Max’s trip doesn’t go as planned, as he’s unable to resist making a series of
impromptu visits to important figures from his past who live en route. After a string of cruelly enlightening and intensely
awkward misadventures, he finds himself falling in love with the soothing voice of his GPS system (“Emma”) and
obsessively identifying with a sailor who perpetrated a notorious hoax and subsequently lost his mind. Eventually Max
begins to wonder if perhaps it’s a severe lack of self-knowledge that’s hampering his ability to form actual relationships.
A humane satire and modern-day picaresque, The Terrible Privacy of Maxwell Sim is a gently comic and rollickingly
entertaining novel about the paradoxical difficulties of making genuine attachments in a world of advanced
communications technology and rampant social networking.
Four teenage boys, friends and schoolmates, deal with the hopes, dreams, traumas, and challenges of adolescence as
they come of age in industrial Birmingham, a British city that is confronting its own economic crisis, during the upheaval
and change of the 1970s. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
I Must Confess
Jonathan Coe
Heroic Failure
Concrete
The Story of B. S. Johnson
Broadway producer Billy Rose refuses to see Harry, an immigrant he helped rescue, which forces
Harry's wife to confront Rose.
'A wildly entertaining but uncomfortable read ... Pitilessly brilliant' JONATHAN COE. 'There
will not be much political writing in this or any other year that is carried off with such
style' The Times. A TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR. 'A quite brilliant dissection of the cultural roots
of the Brexit narrative' David Miliband. 'Hugely entertaining and engrossing' Roddy Doyle. 'Best
book about the English that I've read for ages' Billy Bragg. A fierce, mordantly funny and
perceptive book about the act of national self-harm known as Brexit. A great democratic country
tears itself apart, and engages in the dangerous pleasures of national masochism. Trivial
journalistic lies became far from trivial national obsessions; the pose of indifference to truth
and historical fact came to define the style of an entire political elite; a country that once
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had colonies redefined itself as an oppressed nation requiring liberation. Fintan O'Toole also
discusses the fatal attraction of heroic failure, once a self-deprecating cult in a hugely
successful empire that could well afford the occasional disaster. Now failure is no longer
heroic – it is just failure, and its terrible costs will be paid by the most vulnerable of
Brexit's supporters. A new afterword lays out the essential reforms that are urgently needed if
England is to have a truly democratic future and stable relations with its nearest neighbours.
A critical introduction: or, (re)-contextualizing Jonathan Coe's What a carve up! / Philip Tew
-- Jonathan Coe: the early novels /- Merritt Moseley -- Sadness and Jonathan Coe's fiction /
Joseph Brooker -- Sexing Britannia: Jonathan Coe's What a carve up! or the re/de-sexualization
of Thatcherite Britain / Raluca Lliou -- What a carve up! a comedy of horrors / Emma Parker -These are my books?: What a carve up! and video aesthetics / James Riley -- What became of the
people we used to be?: The house of sleep (1997) and the 1970s sitcom, Whatever happened to the
likely lads? (1973-75) / Nick Hubble -- From prog to punk: cultural politics and the form of the
novel in Jonathan Coe's The rotters club / Nick Bentley -- Jonathan Coe's The closed circle and
A satiric mirror / Sebastian Jenner -- A terrible precariousness: financialisation of society
and the precariat in Jonathan Coe's The terrible privacy of Maxwell Sim / Francesco di Bernardo
-- Jonathan Coe's re-writing of popular genres in Expo 58 / Jose Ramón Prado Perez -- Gothic
horror and haunting processes in Jonathan Coe's Number 11 / Vanessa Guignery -- Neo-gothic
minutiae and mundanity in Jonathan Coe's satire, Number 11 / Philip Tew -- Afterword: an
interview with Philip Tew on Number 11 / Jonathan Coe
A dream of a novel." --Erica Wagner, The Times (London) Following The Winshaw Legacy--Coe's
ecstatically reviewed American debut, winner of the John Lewellyn Rhys Prize in England and
France's coveted Prix du Meilleur Livre Étranger--comes this beguiling, eccentric entertainment.
Ashdown--a vast clifftop manor on the English coast--was once a university residence, where a
group of students met briefly before going their separate ways. Twelve years later, it has been
transformed into a clinic for sleep disorders, and a series of strange coincidences and
ostensible synchronicities draws the same group of people together once again, each of them in
different ways plagued by sleep. Sarah is narcoleptic, and her inability to distinguish between
dreams and waking reality gives rise to a great many misunderstandings--one of which is to
change Robert's life forever, as he persists for years (and then some) in his attempt to win her
love. For Terry, a disillusioned film critic whose career has been derailed by Sarah's
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affliction, sleep is merely a memory, for his insomnia is complete and he can only yearn for the
tantalizing dreams he enjoyed in youth. And for the increasingly deranged Dr. Dudden, who has
made the subject the focus of his medical practice, sleep is nothing less than a global disease.
With panache worthy of Nabokov, and with the heart to match his sophistication, Jonathan Coe has
written a breathtakingly original comedy about the powers we acquire--and those we
relinquish--when we fall asleep, or fall in love. "This is a remarkable book, most impressive
for its subtle narrative patterning, like a dapple of light and shade, allowing us to indulge
the illusion of understanding its characters, until, all at once, the darkness, the isolation
and the mystery return. Perhaps most strange of all, for a novel about insomniacs, The House of
Sleep is a wonderful bedtime read." --David Nokes, Sunday Times
Mr Wilder and Me
The Meat Paradox
The House of Sleep
The Broken Mirror
Instead of the book he s meant to write, Rudolph, a Viennese musicologist, produces this dark and grotesquely funny account
of small woes writ large, of profound horrors detailed and rehearsed to the point of distraction. We learn of Rudolph s sister,
whose help he invites, then reviles as malevolent meddling; his really marvelous house, which he hates; the suspicious illness
he carefully nurses; his ten-year-long attempt to write the perfect opening sentence; and, finally, his escape to the island of
Majorca, which turns out to be the site of someone else s very real horror story. A brilliant and haunting tale of procrastination,
failure, and despair, Concrete is a perfect example of why Thomas Bernhard is remembered as one of the masters of
contemporary European fiction (George Steiner).
An English public employee becomes embroiled in a Soviet plot while he oversees the construction of an authentic British pub
being showcased at the 1958 World's Fair in Brussels. By the author of The Winshaw Legacy. 10,000 first printing.
A witty and incisive state-of-the-nation novel from the acclaimed author of Number 11, The Rotter's Club andWhat a Carve Up!
Set in the Midlands and London over the last eight years, Jonathan Coe follows a brilliantly vivid cast of characters through a
time of immense change and disruption in Britain. 'Probably the best English novelist of his generation' Nick Hornby 'Coe is
among the handful of novelists who can tell us something about the temper of our times'Observer 'You can't stop reading....I was
haunted for days' Independent on 'Number 11'
Can desire really transform reality? From award-winning novelist Jonathan Coe and distinguished Italian artist Chiara Coccorese
comes The Broken Mirror, a political parable for children, a contemporary fairy tale for adults, and a fable for all ages. One day
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Claire, to escape her quarrelsome parents, takes refuge in the dump behind her house. There she finds a broken mirror, a nasty
piece of sharp glass... yet she is strangely drawn to it. She soon discovers it has the power to transform even the most drab
reality into a fairy-tale world: the grey sky is reflected blue, and Claire s modest, suburban house is transformed into the most
beautiful castle. As Claire grows older, always accompanied by her magic mirror, she can see her face without her teenage acne,
and her town before it fell victim to thieving property developers. But, in reality, libraries are being turned into luxury flats
wherever she looks, and the boy Claire loves is instead her worst enemy. Frustrated and angry with the mirror s illusions, Claire
is about to destroy it when the mysterious Peter steps in: he has also found a shard of broken mirror, and so begins their journey
to piece together the larger puzzle... Previously published in Italian, French, Greek and Dutch, The Broken Mirror comes to life in
English for the first time, to be read with equal pleasure by children and adults.
The Story of Gulliver
The Tax Inspector
A Novel
The Closed Circle
Understanding Jonathan Coe
Music, murder ... and Madeleine. William has a lot on his mind. Firstly there's The Alaska Factory, the band he plays in. They're no good and
they make his songs sound about as groovy as an unpressed record. Secondly, there's Madeleine, his high-maintenance girlfriend whose idea of
a night of passion is an Andrew Lloyd Webber musical followed by a doorstep peck on the cheek. Maybe they're not soulmates after all?Lastly,
there's the bizarre murder he's just witnessed. A man lies bludgeoned to death at his feet and, unfortunately for William, there aren't too many
other suspects standing nearby...
Over a career that spanned forty-three years and seventy-seven films, Jimmy Stewart went from leading man to national idol. Classics such as
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington, The Philadelphia Story, Harvey, and, of course, It’s A Wonderful Life are far more than mere movies; they are
visions of America as it wanted to be seen. With his inimitable (though widely mimicked) down-home drawl, Jimmy Stewart came to embody the
ideal American male, lean, affably sarcastic, honorable, endearingly awkward. His double takes were memorable; his way of muttering his
asides charmed audiences. Most of all, he was the man whose heart was always in the right place, and who would see always see his way clear
to doing the right thing. “If Bess and I had a son,” Harry Truman once said, “we’d want him to be just like Jimmy Stewart.” Jonathon Coe
traces Stewart’s beginnings in a small town in Pennsylvania, his amateur dramatics and college years at Princeton, and the early films and
stardom through to his heroics as an air force pilot during World War II and his triumphant return to Hollywood. Though he was adored in
black and white, Stewart’s mature work shows his range as an actor, his ability to play far more than just the good-natured leading man. By
the time he retired from acting, Stewart had films credits that were unparalleled—and a place in the American heart that was unrivaled.
Illustrated with 150 photographs, taken on and off the set, this handsome tribute gives us the private man as well as the screen legend and
guides us through the whole wonderful life of Jimmy Stewart.
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In his heyday, during the 1960s and early 1970s, B. S. Johnson was one of the best-known young novelists in Britain. A passionate advocate for
the avant-garde in both literature and film, he became famous -- not to say notorious -- both for his forthright views on the future of the novel
and for his idiosyncratic ways of putting them into practice. But in November 1973 Johnson's lifelong depression got the better of him, and he
was found dead at his north London home. He had taken his own life at the age of forty. Jonathan Coe's biography is based upon unique access
to the vast collection of papers Johnson left behind after his death, and upon dozens of interviews with those who knew him best. As
unconventional in form as one of its subject's own novels, it paints a remarkable picture -- sometimes hilarious, often overwhelmingly sad -- of
a tortured personality; a man whose writing tragically failed to keep at bay the demons that pursued him.
The once adolescent characters of The Rotters' Club return, this time to confront the turmoil of middle age as they deal with dramatic changes
in their lives, scandal, personal turmoil, and dark memories of the past. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Or Tales That Witness Madness
The Bellarosa Connection
Contemporary British Satire
Expo 58
Like a Fiery Elephant

A comedy for our times” (The Guardian), Middle England is a piercing and provocative novel about a country in crisis.
From the frenzy of the 2012 Olympics to the aftermath of the Brexit referendum, here Jonathan Coe chronicles the story
of modern Britain by way of a cast of characters whose world is being upended. There are newlyweds who disagree
about the country’s future and, possibly, their relationship; a political commentator who writes impassioned columns
about austerity from his lavish town house while his radical teenage daughter undertakes a relentless quest for universal
justice; and Benjamin Trotter, who embarks on an apparently doomed new career in middle age, and his father, whose
last wish is to vote to leave the European Union. A sequel to The Rotters’ Club and The Closed Circle that stands entirely
alone, Middle England is a darkly comic look at our strange new world.
A comedy for our times" (The Guardian), Middle England is a piercing and provocative novel about a country in crisis.
From the frenzy of the 2012 Olympics to the aftermath of the Brexit referendum, here Jonathan Coe chronicles the story
of modern Britain by way of a cast of characters whose world is being upended. There are newlyweds who disagree
about the country's future and, possibly, their relationship; a political commentator who writes impassioned columns
about austerity from his lavish town house while his radical teenage daughter undertakes a relentless quest for universal
justice; and Benjamin Trotter, who embarks on an apparently doomed new career in middle age, and his father, whose
last wish is to vote to leave the European Union. A sequel to The Rotters' Club and The Closed Circle that stands entirely
alone, Middle England is a darkly comic look at our strange new world.
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NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Spectacular . . . [Téa Obreht] spins a tale
of such marvel and magic in a literary voice so enchanting that the mesmerized reader wants her never to
stop.”—Entertainment Weekly Look for Téa Obreht’s second novel, Inland, now available. NAMED ONE OF THE TEN
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times • Entertainment Weekly • The Christian
Science Monitor • The Kansas City Star • Library Journal Weaving a brilliant latticework of family legend, loss, and love,
Téa Obreht, the youngest of The New Yorker’s twenty best American fiction writers under forty, has spun a timeless
novel that will establish her as one of the most vibrant, original authors of her generation. In a Balkan country mending
from war, Natalia, a young doctor, is compelled to unravel the mysterious circumstances surrounding her beloved
grandfather’s recent death. Searching for clues, she turns to his worn copy of The Jungle Book and the stories he told
her of his encounters over the years with “the deathless man.” But most extraordinary of all is the story her grandfather
never told her—the legend of the tiger’s wife. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street
Journal • O: The Oprah Magazine • The Economist • Vogue • Slate • Chicago Tribune • The Seattle Times • Dayton Daily
News • Publishers Weekly • Alan Cheuse, NPR’s All Things Considered “Stunning . . . a richly textured and searing
novel.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times “[Obreht] has a talent for subtle plotting that eludes most writers twice
her age, and her descriptive powers suggest a kind of channeled genius. . . . No novel [this year] has been more
satisfying.”—The Wall Street Journal “Filled with astonishing immediacy and presence, fleshed out with detail that seems
firsthand, The Tiger’s Wife is all the more remarkable for being the product not of observation but of imagination.”—The
New York Times Book Review “That The Tiger’s Wife never slips entirely into magical realism is part of its magic. . . . Its
graceful commingling of contemporary realism and village legend seems even more absorbing.”—The Washington Post
The Closed CircleVintage
The Dwarves of Death
A Wonderful Life
Exile in America, 1978-1994
The Terrible Privacy of Maxwell Sim
9th & 13th
A satirical portrait of popular culture and entertainment from the last forty years documents the experiences of gay actor Marc
LeJeune, who recounts his witness to the late-1960s avant-garde theater scene, the sexually liberated cinema of the 1970s, and the
challenges he faced throughout his career. Original.
Birmingham, England, c. 1973: industrial strikes, bad pop music, corrosive class warfare, adolescent angst, IRA bombings. Four
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friends: a class clown who stoops very low for a laugh; a confused artist enthralled by guitar rock; an earnest radical with socialist
leanings; and a quiet dreamer obsessed with poetry, God, and the prettiest girl in school. As the world appears to self-destruct
around them, they hold together to navigate the choppy waters of a decidedly ambiguous decade.
The characters of The Rotters’ Club–Jonathan Coe’s beloved novel of adolescent life in the 1970s–have bartered their innocence
for the vengeance of middle age in this incisive portrait of Cool Britannia at the millennium.
Four friends. Twenty years. One unexpected journey. Inseparable throughout college, Eva, Benedict, Sylvie, and Lucien graduate in
1997, into an exhilarating world on the brink of a new millennium. Hopelessly in love with playboy Lucien and eager to shrug off the
socialist politics of her upbringing, Eva breaks away to work for a big bank. Benedict, a budding scientist who's pined for Eva for
years, stays on to complete his PhD in physics, devoting his life to chasing particles as elusive as the object of his affection.
Siblings Sylvie and Lucien, never much inclined toward mortgages or monogamy, pursue more bohemian existences-she as an
aspiring artist and he as a club promoter and professional partyer. But as their twenties give way to their thirties, the group struggles
to navigate their thwarted dreams. Scattered across Europe and no longer convinced they are truly the masters of their fates, the
once close-knit friends find themselves filled with longing for their youth- and for one another. Broken hearts and broken careers
draw the foursome together again, but in ways they never could have imagined. A dazzling depiction of the highs and lows of
adulthood, Invincible Summer is a story about finding the courage to carry on in the wake of disappointment, and a powerful
testament to love and friendship as the constants in an ever-changing world.
Eating, Empathy, and the Future of Meat
From a vital new voice in food ethics comes a smart, nuanced investigation into the current meat debate. Our future diet will be
shaped by diverse forces. It will be shaped by novel technologies, by geopolitical tensions, and the evolution of cultural
preferences, by shocks to the status quo— pandemics and economic strife, the escalation of the climate and ecological crises—and
by how we choose to respond. It will also be shaped by our emotions. It will be shaped by the meat paradox. "Should we eat
animals?” was, until recently, a question reserved for moral philosophers and an ethically minded minority, but it is now posed on
restaurant menus and supermarket shelves, on social media and morning television. The recent surge in popularity for veganism
in the UK, Europe and North America has created a rupture in the rites and rituals of meat, challenging the cultural narratives that
sustain our omnivory. In The Meat Paradox, Rob Percival, an expert in the politics of meat, searches for the evolutionary origins of
the meat paradox, asking when our relationship with meat first became emotionally and ethically complicated. Every society must
eat, and meat provides an important source of nutrients. But every society is moved by its empathy. We must all find a way of
balancing competing and contradictory imperatives. This new book is essential reading for anyone interested in the origins of our
empathy, the psychology of our dietary choices, and anyone who has wondered whether they should or shouldn't eat meat.
As a young girl, Rosamond is sent to Shropshire to escape the Blitz. Here, in the countryside, she forms a close bond with her
older cousin, Beatrix, a young woman haunted by anger and resentment. Sixty years later, just before her death, Rosamond
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records her memories on cassettes, addressing them to a distant cousin—a near stranger-named Imogen. As Gill, her beloved
niece, listens to these tapes, a heart—stopping family saga is revealed. In this masterful portrait of three generations of woman,
Jonathan Coe exposes the profound reserves of hope and loss within the lives of ordinary woman.
This is a novel about the hundreds of tiny connections between the public and private worlds and how they affect us all. It's about
the legacy of war and the end of innocence. It's about how comedy and politics are battling it out and comedy might have won. It's
about how 140 characters can make fools of us all. It's about living in a city where bankers need cinemas in their basements and
others need food banks down the street. It is Jonathan Coe doing what he does best - showing us how we live now. 'Coe is among
the handful of novelists who can tell us something about the temper of our times' Observer
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